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Background and Objective
Obesity is a rising problem among adolescents in modern societies; it results in long-term
cardio-metabolic problems. Possible overlooked drivers of obesity and its consequent cardio-metabolic deficits include videogame addiction and the resulting curtailed sleep; both
are growing problems among adolescents. The objective of this study is to examine possible associations among these concepts in adolescents, as a means to point to plausible
interventions.
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Methods
Data were collected from 94 adolescents who play videogames and are enrolled in outpatient clinics, using surveys, wearable sleep monitors (FitBit), physical exams, and blood
tests at three points in time. These data were subjected to structural equation modeling
(SEM) analyses and bootstrapping-based mediation testing procedures.

Results
Videogame addiction among adolescents was negatively associated with sleep duration
(β = -0.24). Sleep duration was negatively associated with obesity (β = -0.30), which in turn
was associated with elevated blood pressure (β = 0.26), low high-density lipoprotein cholesterol (β = -0.18), high triglycerides (β = 0.61), and high insulin resistance (β = 0.39). The
model explained 36.2% of the variation in sleep duration, 32.7% of the variation in obesity,
and between 12.8% and 28.1% of the variation in cardio-metabolic indicators. Post-hoc
analyses indicated that curtailed sleep is a possible full mediator of the association between
videogame addiction, abdominal obesity and the associated cardio-metabolic deficits.
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Conclusion
The findings point to possible information systems use lifestyle-health links, which
behooves researchers and practitioners to pay closer attention to possible adverse health
outcomes of technology-related addictions. Interventions that target problematic videogaming and sleep should be devised as a possible means for improving adolescents’ longterm cardio-metabolic health.

Introduction
This study examines how emerging phenomena in modern societies, such as videogame addiction, curtailed sleep, obesity and cardio-metabolic deficits are related, and specifically how
videogame addiction can affect the health of a vulnerable population of adolescents. By doing
so it extends and integrates discrete pieces of evidence from prior research into a cohesive
nomological network, which explains how curtailed sleep can be a key factor mediating a state
related to information system use lifestyle (videogame addiction) and cardio-metabolic health.
The objective is to expand the knowledge regarding (1) factors which may lead to long-term
cardio-metabolic impairments among adolescents, and (2) the health risks of videogame addiction; this knowledge can lead to increased awareness of such problems as well as to the development of interventions for alleviating these conditions.
Videogame addiction is a state of maladaptive psychological dependency on using videogames, manifested through a pattern of excessive videogame seeking and use behaviors that
infringe individuals’ normal functioning and leads to adverse consequences [1]. It is an important phenomenon to understand because: (1) it is fairly prevalent and serious [1, 2]; e.g., it is
estimated that between 2% to over 30% of gamers present serious addiction-like symptoms [3],
(2) it affects a vulnerable population of adolescents [4, 5], and (3) it can drive major social
impairments [4] and health issues [6–13]. Given such issues, it has been recognized as an
important topic for further study by professional medical bodies [14] and social science
researchers [15].
Obesity, defined as the condition of being over the healthy/recommended weight due to
excess fat disposition [16] and consequent poor cardio-metabolic health (i.e., physiological
measures associated with heart disease and metabolic disorders such as dysglycemia, hypertension, dyslipidemia and insulin resistance), are growing societal problems. Obesity is common
among children and adolescents (individuals ages 2 to 19 years old) [17], and is expected to
become even more prevalent in the near future [18]. This is a major concern, as childhood obesity and excess weight increase the risk of hypertension, dyslipidemia [19], and insulin resistance which can lead to Type 2 Diabetes [20]. Moreover, childhood obesity tracks into
adulthood [21] and obese children face a greater risk of cardiovascular and coronary diseases
as well as Type 2 Diabetes as adults [22, 23]. Therefore, it is urgent to target lifestyle behaviors
which are associated with excessive adiposity and its health consequences.
In this study, we propose that videogame addiction is one factor which can be linked to obesity, and that this association is at least partially mediated through sleep curtailment, i.e., reduction in sleep time. Consistent with prior research, we then link obesity to poor cardiometabolic health indicators. The hypotheses we put forth are based on and integrate several
isolated notions and findings, and extend them by shifting focus from screen time effects to
addiction effects on sleep (increased screen time is only one possible symptom of addiction out
of several which can affect sleep), from the often examined young-adult population to a
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pediatric population which may be more at risk for engaging in problematic behaviors [24],
and from linking addiction and health directly to considering the mediating effects of sleep.
First, we suggest that videogame addiction levels can curtail adolescents' sleep through several processes. Since videogame addiction produces similar symptoms to those observed in the
cases of other substance and behavioral addictions [1, 25], it is reasonable to expect that adolescents with high addiction scores will feel strong craving to play videogames, inability to control
videogame play time and a constant need to increase this activity; they will also try to avoid
unpleasant withdrawal when not playing. This can push adolescents to delay their sleep onset
and keep on playing; or merely be preoccupied with playing and find it difficult to fall or stay
asleep. In extreme cases, it has been reported that people have died from prolonged videogame
playing, delaying sleep onset and avoiding sleep [26]. Another possible reason for the association between addiction and poor sleep may be related to melatonin, which is an important hormone signalling the onset of sleep and need for sleep [11, 12, 27]. Videogame addiction can
increase screen time before bed. The light emitted from light-emitting diode (LED) screens
emulates day time for the brain, which suppresses the release of melatonin [28–30] and drives
reduced sleep [31, 32].
Second, consistent with several meta-analyses [33–35] we propose that curtailed sleep will
increase one's levels of obesity. We specifically suggest that short sleep duration might influence abdominal adiposity [36]. Plausible mechanisms explaining this association include
increased energy intake (e.g., increased consumption of unhealthy snacks) and reduced energy
expenditure (e.g., reduced physical activity) after sleep curtailment [37]. The increase in energy
intake can be partially explained by sleep-induced changes in secretion of the appetite hormones leptin and ghrelin. Leptin is a hormone secreted from fat cells that suppresses appetite
while ghrelin is predominantly secreted from stomach cells and stimulates appetite. Adult studies report a drop in leptin and a rise in ghrelin levels upon sleep curtailment [38–40] and this
dysregulation may cause the increase in hunger and appetite and ultimately weight gain [39,
41–44]. Apart from a physiological change influencing energy intake, sleep curtailment also
increases the time available for food consumption [45].
Third, we propose that there may be other effects, beyond the sleep-mediated effect, of
videogame addiction on obesity. This can happen through possible increased sedentary time,
regardless of sleep [6] and consequent reduced physical activity [46]. Hence, we propose a
plausible partially mediated effect of videogame addiction on obesity, through sleep
curtailment.
Lastly, obesity can lead to physiological changes in metabolism resulting in dyslipidemia
[47], increased blood pressure [48], and insulin resistance. Taken together, our hypotheses and
resultant proposed model are portrayed in Fig 1.

Methods
Procedure and Sample
The study is a cohort study that included adolescents (10–17 year olds) recruited from two clinics
at a large research hospital in North America. The first one was a pediatric lipid clinic which
focused primarily on treating children with abnormal lipids, mostly due to genetic reasons. The
patients in this clinic were not necessarily obese, but typically had a family history of cholesterol disorders and premature coronary artery disease. The second clinic focused on weight management
and typically treated, educated and monitored overweight children, with obesity being the primary
referral. The study was approved by McMaster Children's Hospital Research Ethics Board.
Participants were only recruited during the school year in order to reduce the possibility of
unusual sleep patterns during breaks. Participants came in with their parents/guardians for a
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Fig 1. Research Model.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0154764.g001

scheduled visit (n = 200), and were introduced to the study by a nurse. Out of these, 157 agreed
to participate, but only 125 played videogames (approximately 80% of the consenting sample).
Only these individuals were retained in the study. Because the participants were minors, they
and their parents/guardians signed assent and consent forms, respectively. After consenting,
participants were asked to complete a paper-based survey which captured their levels of videogame addiction, demographic information, and information regarding medication use. Parents
were also asked to provide demographic information (annual income) on a separate page and
did not intervene in the child’s survey completion.
Next (at the same appointment), participants were given Fitbit devices and were asked to
record their sleep for one week, at which point they returned the Fitbit device to the researchers. A demonstration of Fitbit use was performed at this point by the research team. Out of
these participants, 94 returned the Fitbit given to them with sleep data recorded (Reasons for
not returning sleep duration data included losing the device, damaging the device, forgetting to
use the device, and not recording data properly). This corresponds to a 75% response rate from
consenting participants, and a total response rate of 47%. Lastly, participants’ blood tests (for
measurement of lipids and insulin resistance) and physical measures (waist circumference,
height and blood pressure) were taken at a subsequent clinic visit, within one to eight weeks
from returning the Fitbits (see depiction of study design in Appendix A in S1 Text).
The final sample included 94 online videogame playing children. Fifty seven (60.6%) came
from the weight management clinic, and 37 (39.4%) from the lipid clinic. Sixty three (67%)
were males. A few individuals were on medications: five on cholesterol lowering medication
(5.3%), four on sleep medications (4.3%), two on blood pressure medications (2.1%), and two
on insulin sensitizing medications (2.1%). Possible effects of such factors were controlled for.
The samples’ descriptive and anthropometric characteristics are given in Table 1.

Measures
Two pilot studies were performed in order to validate key measures taken in this study; one for
examining the reliability and validity of the addiction scale in adolescent populations, and
another for validating the ability of FitBit to accurately measure sleep duration. Both tests supported the viability of the proposed measures (see Appendix B in S1 Text).
Videogame addiction. Videogame addiction was captured with the 14 item scale by Van
Rooij [25]. This questionnaire captures on a one (Never) to five (Very Often) Likert scale the
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Table 1. Anthropometric and descriptive characteristics of the subjects.
Characteristics

Range

Average

Standard Deviation
2.24

Age (years)

10–17

13.02

Onset of videogame playing (years of age)

2–14

6.7

2.5

Videogame addiction score

1–4.64

2.29

0.72

Height (cm)

138.3–198

162.0

11.8

Waist circumference (cm)

57–130

89.6

16.9

Waist/Height ratio

0.37–0.74

0.55

0.09

Weight (kg)

36.6–138.3

74.8

23.9

Body fat (%)

3.5–53.3

33.6

12.1

Fasting glucose (mmol/L)

3.4–6.8

4.9

0.45

Fasting insulin (pmol/L)

23–654

125.8

105

Systolic blood pressure (mmHg)

92–146

115.78

10.48

Diastolic blood pressure (mmHg)

53–96

69.59

7.66

Sleep duration (minutes)

329.86–611

484.62

52.21

Triglycerides (mmol/L)

0.39–4.07

1.43

0.80

HDL Cholesterol (mmol/L)

0.31–4.79

1.21

0.55

Insulin resistance (HOMA-IR)

0.66–27.46

4.12

4.06

Annual income of parents (CAD $)

< 49,999 11.7%, 50,000–69,999 22.1%, 70,000–99,999 28.6%, >100,100 37.7%

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0154764.t001

frequency of addiction symptoms, including salience, withdrawal, conflict, relapse and reinstatement, tolerance and mood modification. The items are included in Appendix C in S1 Text,
and were reliable both in the pilot (α = 0.90) and main studies (α = 0.87).
Sleep duration. Several options were considered for capturing sleep duration, including
parental sleep reporting, polysomnography, and the use of Fitbit. The latter option was chosen
for several reasons. First, parental sleep reports are subjective and often suffer from poor parental compliance and inaccurate reporting [49]. Second, while polysomnography is considered
the gold standard for objective sleep measurement, it is very expensive, makes it less feasible to
measure sleep over multiple days, and it captures sleep in a less natural environment. Considering these disadvantages, the accurate sleep duration measurement of FitBit as demonstrated in
the pilot study, and the ability of wearable sleep monitors to accurately and objectively record
sleep duration during free style living [50], Fitbit was chosen for this study.
Participants wore the Fitbit for up to one week after the first study visit and were asked to
wear it on their non-dominant hand as instructed by Fitbit Inc. Fitbit Ultra was given out to
the participants; however with the progression of the study, participants were given the Fitbit
One as the Ultra was discontinued. The different Fitbit models were used interchangeably as
sleep duration measures from the models were not significantly different (p = 0.91). The Fitbit
categorized each minute as asleep or awake, which allows the internal calculation of accurate
sleep duration, defined as the difference between sleep onset time and wake up time. Participants were instructed to initiate sleep mode by pressing a button on the Fitbit to denote bed
time.
Physical and cardio-metabolic measures. Participants’ level of central obesity was measured using a ratio of waist circumference to height. This is a common measure of level of obesity, as it captures specifically the presence of the more harmful intra-abdominal fat, i.e.,
abdominal adiposity [51]. It also accounts for the natural growth in children and for different
growth tendencies, by dividing the waist circumference by height, and is fairly stable [52]. Consequently, this measure is advantageous compared to other obesity measures such as Body
Mass Index (BMI) and waist circumference. It is better than such measures in predicting and
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screening for cardio-metabolic risks [53, 54] and in identifying the need for weight management interventions [55] in adults and adolescents [56, 57]. Measures for operationalizing this
ratio were taken by a nurse during a clinic visit. Standing height was measured with the subject
in bare feet using a Harpenden stadiometer to the nearest 0.5 cm. Waist circumference was
measured to the nearest 0.1 cm using a non-stretchable standard tape measure attached to a
spring balance. Measurements were done over the unclothed abdomen at the midpoint
between the costal margin and the iliac crest.
Blood pressure was captured using an oscillometric device. The systolic and diastolic pressure values were aggregated to a reasonably reliable factor score (α = 0.67) [58, 59].
HDL-C, triglycerides and insulin resistance were recorded from blood drawn in the morning,
after a 12 hour fast. HDL-C and triglycerides were measured using an enzymatic colorimetric
method on the Roche INTEGRA analyzer [60]. Insulin resistance was measured with the homeostatic model assessment-insulin resistance (HOMA-IR) [61], which is a viable measure since it is
highly correlated with the gold standard euglycemic clamp [62]. HOMA-IR was calculated as:
[Fasting glucose (mmol/L) x Fasting insulin (μIU/mol)  22.5]. Fasting glucose was measured
with an enzymatic reference method with hexokinase on the Roche INTEGRA analyzer. Fasting
insulin was measured using an immunometric Assay on the IMMULITE analyzer [63].
Control variables. Several control variables were used. First, given that participants’ physical measures and cardio-metabolic profiles may vary between clinics, clinic type (Weight Management = 0, Lipid = 1) was recorded. Second, demographic information (self-reported by
children) such as age and sex can influence some of the variables in the model. For instance,
sleep duration often declines with age during adolescence [64], and there can be sex-differences
in sleep [65] and obesity [66]. Third, socioeconomic status, operationalized in this study as
parents’ income (self-reported by parents on a 1 to 4 Likert scale- from less than $49,000/year
to over $100,000/year) can influence obesity levels [67] and cardio-metabolic risks [68]. Lastly,
the use of cholesterol lowering, sleep, anti-hypertensive and insulin sensitizing medications
(self-reported by children with the help of research staff; Not using = 0, Using = 1) can potentially be associated with this study’s variables [69].

Results
Correlations among variables and reliability scores for multiple-item constructs are given in
Table 2 (Model variables on top and control variables on the bottom).
Next, we wanted to ensure that the sample is viable for testing the proposed model with
structural equation modeling techniques. Even though such models with sample sizes over 50
tend to generate correct solutions with acceptably low non-convergence rates [70], and key fit
indices are not that sensitive to sample size, e.g., sample size explains <1% of the variation in
the Comparative Fit Index (CFI) and the Root Mean Square Error of Approximation (RMSEA)
[70], there is still the risk that our model is not sufficiently powered to reject null hypotheses.
Hence, the minimum sample size required for obtaining a statistical power of 0.90 (with ε =
0.10 and for α = 0.05) for RMSEA for a model with 38 degrees of freedom was calculated using
critical non-centrality parameters [71]. The minimum sample was 85, and the sample used in
this study was larger. It was therefore concluded that it was adequate for SEM path analyses.
Lastly, the hypothesized model was estimated with the SEM facilities of AMOS 23. Initially,
we included all the control variables in the model. All hypothesized effects were significant (at
least p<0.10) except for the direct path from videogame addiction to obesity, and the model
had good fit [χ2(9) = 12.9, p<0.17; CFI = 0.98; IFI = 0.99; GFI = 0.98; SRMR = 0.023;
RMSEA = 0.068 (p-close = 0.31)]. However, several control variables did not significantly influence at least several of the model’s variables. For parsimony reasons these paths were removed
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Table 2. Descriptive Statistics, Correlations and Reliability Indices†.
(1)

(2)

(1) Videogame Addiction

.87

(2) Sleep Duration (minutes)

-.28**

NA

(3) Abdominal Obesity (no units: cm/cm)

-.01

-.17

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

(10)

(11)

(12)

(13)

(14)

NA

(4) Blood Pressure (mmHg)

-.08

-.16

.27**

(5) HDL-C (mmol/L)

.16

.15

-.20*

.67
-.17

NA

(6) Triglycerides (mmol/L)

.10

-.35**

.43**

.20

-.04

(7) Insulin Resistance (HOMA-IR)

-.01

-.13

.21*

-.04

-.15

.40**

NA

(8) Age

.13

-.54**

.12

.35**

-.17

.21*

.14

NA

(9) Sex (Male = 0)

-.29**

.12

.11

-.16

-.05

-.05

.12

-.14

(10) Parents’ Income

-.09

-.06

.01

-.08

-.17

-.16

.00

-.07

-.03

NA

(11) Hospital Clinic

.14

-.24*

-.48**

-.05

.06

.08

.18

.25*

-.24*

-.01

(12) Sleep Medication

.13

.14

.03

.09

-.02

.05

-.02

-.03

-.15

.14

-.06

NA

(13) Cholesterol Medication

.15

.02

-.11

-.14

.32**

.07

.25*

-.00

-.17

-.02

.29**

-.05

NA

(14) Blood Pressure Medication

-.05

.02

.01

.41**

-.04

-.05

-.01

-.00

-.10

-.16

-.12

-.03

-.04

NA

(15) Insulin Sensitization Medication

.07

.05

.01

.02

-.00

.00

.01

-.10

.05

.02

-.12

-.03

-.03

-.02

NA

NA
NA

† On the diagonal: Cronbach’s Alpha for multiple-item constructs
* p < 0.05
** p < 0.01
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0154764.t002

and the model was re-estimated. It had good fit: χ2(36) = 39.00, p<0.31; CFI = 0.98; IFI = 0.99;
GFI = 0.94; SRMR = 0.062; RMSEA = 0.030 (p-close = 0.68). The standardized path coefficients, their levels of significance, and the variance explained in the endogenous variables are
given in Fig 2. The model explains 36% of the variation in sleep, almost one-third of the

Fig 2. Structural Model.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0154764.g002
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variation in abdominal obesity, and between 13.1% and 28.1% of the variance in users’ cardiometabolic health indicators.

Post-hoc Analyses
First, the findings imply that adolescents’ sleep fully mediates the effect of videogame addiction
on obesity. This indirect effect was tested with the bias-corrected bootstrapping procedure outlined by Cheung and Lau [72] using Amos 23. The bootstrapping procedure is advantageous to
the Sobel test and alike, since the product of two parameters is not normally distributed [72].
The results of this procedure show that the indirect effect was significant: lower bound = .02,
upper bound = .16, p < .014. At the same time, the direct effect of videogame addiction on obesity was not significant: lower bound = -0.18, upper bound = 0.17, p<0.96. Hence, full mediation was demonstrated and it appears that sleep curtailment is a key mechanism which may
translate videogame addiction into obesity.
Second, our sample included very few patients who were receiving medications. While
we controlled and accounted for the possible effects of medications, we also tested if the
results still hold after removing the medicated patients from the sample (and removing corresponding controls from the model). The model presented good fit: χ2(21) = 26.19, p<0.19;
CFI = 0.97; IFI = 0.97; GFI = 0.94; SRMR = 0.077; RMSEA = 0.055 (p-close = 0.41). All
hypothesized paths, except for the one from addiction to obesity, were significant: Standardized
βAddiction!Sleep = -.25, p < .006; βSleep!obesity = -.32, p < .000; βAddiction!obesity = -.02, p < .848;
βObesity!HDL = -.32, p < .003; βObesity!Triglycerides = .55, p < .000; βObesity!Insulin Resistance = .31,
p < .009; βObesity!Blood Pressure = .29, p < .002. This model explained 35% of the variance in
sleep duration and obesity, and 10% to 25% in the variance in cardio-metabolic indicators.
Third, in order to further lend support to the proposed association, the data were stratified
into two groups of the bottom 45 (0.371 to 0.557) and highest 45 (0.561 to 0.742) abdominal
adiposity scores. Mean videogame addiction and sleep duration were calculated in each stratum (See Table 3). As can be seen, individuals in the low obesity stratum presented lower
videogame addiction and higher sleep duration than did individuals in the high obesity
stratum.

Discussion
This study sought to examine if and how videogame addiction can be negatively associated
with adolescents’ health, as captured by their levels of abdominal obesity and a range of consequent cardio-metabolic impairments. The findings based on data from a sample of 94 adolescents (MWeight = 74.8kg, M Waist circumference = 89.6cm, MBody fat = 33.6%, MHOMA-IR = 4.12)
show that sleep curtailment is a possible mechanism that mediates the association between
videogame addiction and abdominal obesity; and confirms the relationship between abdominal
obesity and low HDL-C levels and high levels of triglycerides, blood pressure and insulin resistance. By doing so, this study demonstrates and explains technology addiction-related health
risks among adolescents and the plausible role of sleep curtailment in this process; it integrates
addiction, sleep and obesity research into a single nomological network and extends knowledge
from the young-adult and adult domains to the domain of adolescents.
Table 3. Means based on Stratified Abdominal Adiposity.
Bottom 45

Top 45

Videogame Addiction

2.28 (SD = 0.73)

2.35 (SD = 0.71)

Sleep Duration

491.1 (SD = 48.5)

476.6 (SD = 57.1)

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0154764.t003
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Specifically, this study introduces curtailed sleep as an important possible outcome of technology addiction and perhaps other IS use phenomena. Sleep is an important health factor
[36], which has the potential to be influenced, as demonstrated in this study, by technologyrelated addictions. Sleep curtailment affects people’s health and functioning and influences
adolescent obesity [34]. This study brings this important, yet relatively unexplored, issue to the
limelight. Given the adverse consequences of curtailed sleep demonstrated in this study, we call
for further integration of sleep or sleep curtailment into models focusing on adolescent lifestyle,
and specifically adolescent IS use patterns and technology-related addictions.
Furthermore, this study informs the literature on technology-related addictions in at least
two ways. First, the existing body of work has focused on a range of negative outcomes, including psychological wellbeing of users, school or work performance, and conflicts with family
and friends [73]. It has conceptually pointed to potential health implications of such addictions
[74], but has largely provided little theoretical development regarding such associations and
proof regarding their existence. This study provides such theory development and evidence,
and paves the way for further studying sleep and cardio-metabolic health issues indirectly associated with various aspects of problematic IS use. Second, much of the work on technology
addictions was done with samples from young-adult populations [73]. This study adds to the
limited set of studies focusing on adolescent populations (e.g., [1]). These populations are
more at risk than others for engaging in risky behaviors, developing addictions and long term
damage [75]. Hence we call for further studies of this vulnerable population and the long term
effects of early onset of IS use on it.
Moreover, this study further extends the arsenal of tools researchers can employ, by introducing an efficient and accurate way to measure sleep, i.e., with inexpensive wearable sleep
monitors such as Fitbit. Sleep measurement has been a cumbersome and challenging task, and
with the use of tools such as FitBit, it can become more manageable.
Given the important relationships between abdominal obesity and adverse cardio-metabolic
health consequences, it is important for medical researchers to identify modifiable behaviours
and psychological states that may influence abdominal obesity. This study suggests that it may
be possible to improve cardio-metabolic health among adolescents through prevention or
reduction of videogame addiction and through normalization of adolescents’ sleep time; and
these factors seem to be associated. Interventions for controlling videogame play time may
include increased awareness among children, parents, physicians and educators, and possibly
the use of educational videos about the risks of videogame addiction [76]. This may help not
only in prevention, but also in early detection of videogame addiction problems. Similarly,
increased awareness of parents, physicians and children regarding sleep curtailment effects
may help children better regulate their sleep, though this requires further research.
Lastly, it is interesting to consider whether and how the IS developers and researchers community can improve adherence to common codes of conducts [77, 78], which often call for IS
professionals to try to minimize the threats of the applications they develop to the health of
users. This is not to say that IS professionals are to be blamed for addiction and obesity issues
in society. Rather, it is hoped that this study serves as a reminder regarding potential health
harms of technology addictions, and a call to be more mindful regarding potential health risks
of certain applications.
Several limitations of this study should be taken into account. First, this study was conducted with adolescents who were enrolled in specific clinics. As such, our findings may not be
applicable to the broader adolescent population, and we call for replication studies with different populations. Second, this study focused on one key relatively stable predictor of curtailed
sleep, video game addiction. There are many other possible stable (e.g., parental oversight,
chronic stress) and situational (e.g., flu, situational stress) predictors of sleep. Hence, future
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research can incorporate more predictors of sleep. Similarly, while we focused on sleep and several common control variables as predictors of obesity and cardio-metabolic health, there may
be many other factors, e.g., genetics and environmental factors, affecting them. Future research
can therefore extend our model and include such factors. Third, we captured each variable at
one point in time. While medical findings and theory support the proposed association
between the time-lagged data we obtained, future studies employing longitudinal or experimental designs can further support the proposed model and especially the causality arguments
which cannot be fully supported in cross-sectional designs. Fourth, we assumed direct effects
between our variables, even though there may be many nuanced mechanisms, including hormonal processes pertaining to cortisol, melatonin and leptin, which mediate these effects. For
example, light exposure may stimulate the pineal gland and through this mechanism, among
many others, videogame addiction can influence sleep. In addition, sedentary time, physical
activity habits and state of training (e.g., measured with cardiopulmonary exercise test) may
possibly mediate associations between videogame addiction and obesity. We call for future
research to examine such nuanced processes, account for the underlying hormonal mechanisms which we allude to in this study, yet do not measure, and possibly compare people with
low and high addiction scores in terms of such mediating variables.

Conclusion
Childhood obesity and cardio-metabolic disturbances are of increasing concern. The possible
roles of videogame addiction and curtailed sleep in shaping these problems have thus far been
largely overlooked. The findings lend support to the idea that videogame addiction is one possible
indirect driver of poor cardio-metabolic health. Specifically, videogame addiction can be associated with increased sleep curtailment which in turn can be associated with elevated abdominal
adiposity and its resultant cardio-metabolic impairments. It is hoped that our findings pave the
way for further research on the health outcomes of technology addictions and possibly other IS
use lifestyle variables and on possible interventions that can help protecting vulnerable populations such as children from harms brought by problematic use of technologies.
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